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LOGLINE 

The impossible and tragic love story between Helena Citron, a young Jewish prisoner in 
Auschwitz, and the Austrian SS officer Franz Wunsch.

SYNOPSIS 
Love, It Was Not is a tragic love story between a prisoner and a Nazi. Beautiful and full of life, 
Helena Citron, is taken to Auschwitz as a young woman, and soon finds unlikely solace under the 
protection of Franz Wunsch, a high-ranking SS officer who falls in love with her and her magnet-
ic singing voice. Risking execution if caught, they went on with their forbidden relationship until 
the war ended and the camp was liberated. Thirty years later, a letter arrives from Wunsch's wife 
asking Helena to “return the favor”-- testify on Wunsch's behalf. Faced with an impossible deci-
sion, Helena must choose. Will she help the man who brutalized so many lives, but saved hers?

BEST ISRAELI FILM
DOCAVIV FESTIVAL 2020
“Rare in its powerful dramatic effect, this story unfolds before the viewers as 
they are led with confidence to meet captivating characters, experience superb 
editing, and discover brilliantly-treated archive footage. From beginning to end, 
the film balances the thin line between aggressor and victim, while managing to 
capture the horrors of war, present moving, living testimonies, explore the 
themes of memory and forgetting, and raise poignant questions about the decep-
tive power of love.”  

Jury´s justification – Frank Lowy Award for the Best Israeli Film 10.09 

https://www.docaviv.co.il/2020-en/09-09-docaviv-22nd-edition-winners-announced/


PROTAGONISTS 
 

HELENA CITRON (ZIPORA TAHORI) 
Helena was among the first 1000 women transported to 
Auschwitz. For two and a half years she had a romantic relation-
ship with SS officer Franz Wunsch.
 

ROZA CITRON	(SHOSHANNA ORENSTEIN) 
Helena’s older sister.  She was saved by Helena’s ad-
mirer, SS officer Franz Wunsch, but both of her chil-
dren were murdered.
 

FRANZ WUNSCH 

An SS officer in Auschwitz. He was known to be brutal, 
but towards Helena and those close to her he showed mer-
cy. Ultimately, he saved Rosa from the gas chambers.



Director’s Statement
As a child, my first theatre teacher was Helena Citron’s niece. She entrusted me with the story of 
the two sisters with the understanding that one day, I would become a voice and share these 
events.		 

Throughout my years as an artist I have strived to tell this story. By trying to write it as prose, I 
was embarrassed looking down at my words, feeling they had failed to reflect those epic events 
as real-life experiences.	 

Five years ago, when we first got in touch with the Nazi’s daughter, I was struck with the under-
standing that the exact medium for this story should be a documentary. I realized that my job was 
to provide a stage on which this story's real heroes would share their memories, using their own 
words and describing the events that shaped their lives. 

The ambivalence between good and evil is what drove me at first. Franz was both a sadistic mon-
ster, and a gentleman capable of love and compassion. Helena was also not your ideal image of 
an innocent victim:	 a strong woman with unbelievable survival skills, who managed to love a 
cruel SS officer and even forgive him for his inconceivable actions, in light of him helping her 
and her sister. As I see it, appealing the dichotomous perception of good versus evil is the corner-
stone for this film's relevance to our current lives. That is what makes it an important story that 
had to be told. 
	 
Love, It Was Not inevitably raises ethical questions concerning the protagonists of the past. It 
strives to avoid judgment, yet it offers a direct human take of their lives during the terrible period 
in the deathcamp, and the efforts they needed afterwards to come back into the living. “

- Maya Sarfaty		
 
 



QUOTES 

"Love It Was Not is remarkable not only for its unusual central story and unique creative execu-
tion, but also for its extensive eyewitness testimonies." 
                                                                                       
                                                                                                -Alissa Simon,
                                                                                                         Variety

"The testimonies in the film brought back my own memories of Auschwitz. That's exactly how it 
was! Unlike feature films about the Holocaust that usually distort the truth and anger me. 

I was moved by how this film was accurate, and I remembered one experience when a German 
soldier put himself at risk after a human gesture towards me. This compassion I once experi-
enced in the Warsaw ghetto, like the love in the film, is what ‘stopped’ evil and cruelty."

- Yosef Shibek, an Auschwitz survivor 
October 25th, 2020. 

"I saw the film and cried and cried. It was so authentic, had all the elements from that time. By 
watching I went back there, from freedom back to slavery. This time, only for one hour. Maya 
took me back, to the place of extermination, reviving the site… 
	 
When the Red Army suddenly came, the smell of woods and rain fell on us girls. A rain of free-
dom. Water from heaven mixed with the salt on our cheeks… and the joy of crying. 
	 
We survived! The Nazis were gone! "

- Bat-Sheva Dagan an Auschwitz survivor
October 10th, 2020 

 



MAYA SARFATY | Director
Biography 

Maya’s diverse body of work combines a deep sense for drama 
with unique cinematic abilities. She is a graduate of Tel Aviv Uni-
versity’s film department, decorated with Excellency by the dean 
of the Humanities faculty and graduated from the leading acting 
school in the country. 
	 
Her last short film has won a Student Academy Award for BEST 
FOREIGN DOCUMENTARY in Los Angeles, and other works 
have been presented worldwide in prominent venues, such as La 
Biennale di Venezia, Busan International Film Festival, Jerusalem 
Film Festival and many more. 
 
 
 

Filmography
• The Most Beautiful Woman, 2016 - Academy Award Winner, Foreign Student Documen-

tary	 
• Overtime, 2012- Haifa Film Festival 2014 - Winner Best Short Film. Busan Korea		 
• Remember Ata'lle - Montpellier Film Festival 2014		 
• Still Water, 2012 - Venice Film Festival 2012	 
• Heavy Duty, 2012 - Montpellier Film Festival 2012			 
• Am I There Yet? 2007 - The International Festival of Women Israel, A Corto di Donne, 

Pozzuoli 



NIR SAAR | PRODUCER
Mr. Saar is an expert in video productions and immersive technologies (XR/AR/
VR). He previously undertook various positions in film and television productions, 
among them: KESHET Broadcast, Channel 10, YES Productions, Channel 22, 
Globus group United.  
A graduate of Tel Aviv University’s Film and Television Department, specializing in 
Directing and Cinematography. Serving as a Creative Manager for VR activities 
and international incubators for The Makor Film Foundation for Israeli Films, his 
works have been screened worldwide in festivals such as Festival de Cannes, 
Next Reel NYU, Busan Korea, and La Biennale di Venezia.  

Werner Herzog's Rogue Film School Alumni. 

CEO and Creative Director of Pagoda Productions. 

• The Longest Goodbye, 2022 (Documentary) SWR/ARTE/PBS – [in production]

• Love It Was Not, 2020 (Documentary) Israel / Austria. 

The	Frank	Lowy	Award	for the	Best Israeli Film.

• Summertime, Virtual Reality 2016 - “Future of cinema” official selection - Festival de Cannes 

• The most beautiful woman, 2016 (Documentary)

1st prize winner, The American Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Science. (AKA The OSCARS). Best 

Student Foreign Short Documentary. 

• Still Waters, 2012 (Fiction)

Official Premiere and opening film, Venice International Film Critics' Week, Venice Film Festival.



KURT LANGBEIN | PRODUCER
Kurt Langbein, born in 1953, studied sociology at Vienna University.  
1979 – 1989 documentary filmmaker and feature-journalist with ORF (Austrian 
Broadcasting Corporation), 1989 – 1992 Austrian news editor with the news-
magazine „profil“. Since 1992 at „Langbein & Partner Media“ as CEO and pro-
ducer and director of documentaries for TV and Cinema. Several awards like 
“Golden ROMY” for “Hubert von Goisern” (best theatrical Doc 2016) and “Wonder 
of Healing” (Best TV Doc 2013). 

• 2016 ROMY as Producer for the Best Theatrical Documentary in 2015, “Hubert von 
Goisern”

• 2013 Axel-Corti-Award for outstanding achievements in radio and television 

• 2013 ROMY for Best Documentary Film for  “Miracle of Healing”

• 2011 Prälat Leopold Ungar JournalistInnenpreis for “Outstanding Achievements in 
Journalism” for the “Kreuz & Quer”-Documentary “Altruism or Greed” (with Gottfried 
Derka)

• 2004 International Health Film Festival Liège (Belgium): SPECIAL PRIZE “LA 
MEUSE” for the documentary “Ticks – The real Vampires”

• 2003 Advancement Award “Creativ Industries: Multimedia 2003” of Vienna for the 
surfMED project  “Disease Management for diabetics”

• 2001 Prix MultiMediaAustria in the category “Internet Information and Publication” 
for the launch of surfMED

• 2001 E-Business-Manager Award in the category “Start-Up” for the launch of surfMED

• 2001 Main Prize at the 39th International Film Festival for Science, Technology and Art 
Techfilm, Prague for the documentary Documentation “Ticks – The real Vampires”

• 2000 Medikinale International Munich: First Prize “summa cum laude” for the docu-
mentary “Ticks – The real Vampires””



ART 
Love It Was Not applies a never before seen art method to illustrate dramatic events within a story. Recon-
structions of key scenes take the form of multi-layered photomontages using only historical photos and 
archival images from the time and place where it all happened. Merged into new compositions and shot 
meticulously in a black studio, a fashion usually kept for special FX and commercials.
This creative process is being exposed to the audience throughout the film, as if the pictures de-
clare themselves like fictional illustrations, as opposed to factual historical documents. 

This photographic language is organic to the way the story unfolds, driven by Franz Wunsch’s 
own creations of photomontages. He created these disturbing pictures in order to see the images 
he wanted to see after the war. The film borrows this technique and developed it into a kind of a 
3D stage in order to see the scenes we want to see, reflecting back on these events from today’s 
perspective. 

 



Credits 
Directed, Written & Researched by: MAYA SARFATY 
Producers: NIR SA´AR, KURT LANGBEIN 
Camera: ZIV BERKOVICH, ITAY GROSS, CHRISTIAN ROTH 
Sound: ZOHAR SHEFA, MARTIN KADLEZ, MAX LEIMSTÄTTNER 
Editing: SHARON YAISH 
Artwork: SHLOMIT GOPHER, AYELET ALBENDA 
Original Music: PAUL GALLISTER 
Liebe war es nie…!: AUSTIN EGEN, FRED MARKUSH, FRITZ ROTTER 
Requisite: PALESTINA IL, OFRA KATZ 
Camera Assistant: OMER MANOR, NINO PFAFFENBICHLER 
Research: SHIRIN HAVAZELET, BRIGITTE HALBMAYR, KARIN MOSER, DANIEL LANG-
BEIN, HAGIT BEN YAACOV 
Assistant Editor: JULIA EDER 
Postproduction Coordination: TOBIAS SCHACHINGER 
Line Producer: CHRISTIAN MAY 
Sounddesign and Mixing: BERNHARD KOEPER, SOUNDFEILER 
Graphic Design: EVA-MARIA FREY 
Postproduction and Sound Consultant: ULRICH GRIMM, AV-DESIGN 
Voice-Actors: AYELET ALBENDA, DANIEL LANGBEIN 
Production Management Austria: KATHARINA BERNARD, BRIGITTE ORTNER 
Head of Production ORF: MARGIT MAIER 
Editor ORF: SHARON NUNI 
Editor SWR: SIMONE REUTER 
Producer Yes Docu: GUY LAVIE 
Editor Yes Docu: ADI TAL 
Docu Producer: LIZ SHREM 
Head of Production Yes: OFIR RABINOVICH 
Producer Yes: KOBY GAL RADAY, DANNA STERN 
Archives: UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL MUSEUM, THE STEVEN SPIEL-
BERG JEWISH FILM ARCHIVES OF THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM, YAD 
VASHEM, MUSEUM AUSCHWITZ BIRKENAU, KANN – ISRAELI PUBLIC BROADCAST-
ING CORPORATION, NET-FILMS, SHUTTERSTOCK, FILMARCHIV ÖSTERREICH, ORF, 
WIENER WIESENTHAL INSTITUT, ÖSTERREICHISCHE NATIONALBIBLIOTHEK, 
WIENER STADT- UND LANDESARCHIV 
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